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ABSTRACT

An interesting problem in speech analysis is automatic identification of languages
from short utterances. Language Identification (LID) related research is gaining
importance. It tries to overcome communication barrier among the speakers in sharing
information with each other in their native languages. LID has wide range of applications
in spoken languages such as language to language translation, language understanding,
telephone based system, voice dialling, tourism, e-health, and distance learning.
The thesis focuses on application of LID in classifying major regional languages of
Pakistan. These languages are Urdu, Balochi, Punjabi, Pashto and Sindhi. Urdu is national
language of Pakistan whereas other four are regional and provincial languages. The thesis
proposes a new method for LID, which is referred to as Nearest Neighbour Feature
Matching (NNFM) strategy to efficiently classify the languages of Pakistan in recordings.
To identify languages with NNFM, a three step process is implemented. In the first
step, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) algorithm is applied to the speech
samples of training and test set to extract speech features. The extracted features are then
normalized such that the magnitude of each feature becomes equal to unity. In the second
step, the normalized features of a test speech samples are matched with features of all the
speech samples of the training set using dot product. The dot product produces maximum
values where a test feature perfectly matches with its Nearest Neighbour (NN) feature in a
speech sample of the training set. Then the maximum dot product values are obtained. The
maximum values are averaged over all the features of the test speech sample. The average
value quantifies the similarity of the test sample with the samples of the training set. The
training sample that gives maximum average value is selected and its features, which are
referred to as NN features are used to replace the features of the test samples.
In the third step, Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background Model (GMMUBM) is trained on the training samples. The GMM-UBM computes a General Language
model and a specific language model. The NN features are then provided to GMM-UBM
for prediction of a language in the test sample. Based on the two models GMM-UBM
computes log-likelihood. The language category of the training set that gives the maximum
log likelihood is selected as a predicted language for the test sample.
Experiments are performed on Corpus of Regional Languages (CRL) of Pakistan.
The experimental results show that GMM-UBM classifier with proposed NN-FM method
gives better results than GMM-UBM without NNFM method. The experimental results
show that GMM-UBM without NNFM achieves average 48%, 50%, 52% and 53.3%
accuracies on test utterances of duration three, five, ten and fifteen seconds, respectively.
Whereas with NNFM, GMM-UBM achieves average 56.7%, 60.7%, 63.3% and 65.3%
accuracies, on three, five, ten and fifteen seconds test utterances, respectively. The
proposed NNFM efficiently improves the accuracy of GMM-UBM by almost 8.7% to
12%. Experiments on a Call friend corpus consisting of six different international
languages are also performed the experimental results show that NNFM also significantly
improves the performance of GMM-UBM.
Keywords: Language Identification, Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching, Speech Signal,
Speech Features, Gaussian Mixture Model
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview

This chapter presents an introduction of the research topic. It contains aims and objectives of
the research. Applications of Language identification (LID) are also discussed in this section.
Different implementation stages of identification LID system is also presented and along with
LID framework.

1.2 Language Identification System

LID refers to the process of automatically identifying the language spoken in a speech
sample [1]. LID is considered as an important bridge between human to human and human to
machine communication [2]. The human intelligence is the most accurate identification system of
the language compared to machines, because humans are born with the capability of
differentiating different spoken languages. Within few seconds human can identify the language
they already know. Even though they are not familiar with the language they can predict the
languages in the speech sample to its similar language they know. In case of machines automatic
LID aims to replicate this human ability into digital computers [3]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the main
components used in implementation of LID.

1.3 Language Identification Components

The process of LID consists of three major components which are database collection,
features extraction and machine learning. Database collection plays a vital role to achieve better
efficiency and performance of the system. Informative database leads the system to achieve
better results. Database consists of speech signals and samples collected from different speakers.
Process of feature extraction is also the major component of LID. Selection of feature algorithm
type to detect distinct features from the recorded samples and improves the accuracy rate of LID.
1

The last step is machine learning. Different machine algorithms can be used the one which gives
the best results is used. All the components contribute to efficiency and performance of LID
system. In Figure 1.1 process of LID is discussed.

Collection of the
samples (Dataset)

Extraction of the
Features

Modelling (training
of the Machine)

Figure 1.1: Main Components of LID

1.4 Language Identification Applications

During the past three decades LID has become the main technology in many speeches
related

applications.

This

includes

biometric

verification

[4],

voice dialling [5],

travel

information & automated dialogue system [3], multilingual speech recognition &speech retrieval
[5], spoken language translation system [6], call routing (language routing) & emergency
assistance [7], language interpretation, buying services from international markets & tourism [8],
weather forecasting [9]. Language is a natural mode of communication between human and
machine [10]. Exchange of information between man and machine is held through devices such
as keyboard, mouse, printer, scanner, monitor, microphone, webcam and plotter [5].

Use of these devices some time is not easy to operate by a common person without any
assistant. Interfacing the spoken language with computers provides an easy tool for common
person as compared to computer devices [11]. Speech interfacing provides a user friendly
interface for communication between man and machine because speech is more expensive and
effective than text. Table 1.1 summarizes few applications of LID and corpuses used for these
applications.
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Table 1.1: Applications of LID

Sr. No

Application

Corpus
English,

Mandarin,

Spanish,

Japanese

1.

Commerce and emergency [7]

2.

Classification of music [8]

Chinese and Mandarin

3.

Commercial speech translation service [12]

English, Vietnamese and Korean

4.

Language identification [13]

English and Mandarin

Multilanguage
5.

capability

and German etc

(Travel English, German, Spanish, Japanese and

information, buying trades) [14]

Mandarin

6.

Speech synthesis [15]

Japanese and English

7.

Symbolic plan recognition [16]

Human activities

8.

Spoken language translation [17]

English, Spanish is used for translation

9.

Semantic learning for mobile robot [18]

Human sound in European languages

10.

Sensor integration [19]

Audio-Video

music

is

collected

in

American English an British language

In educational sector LID is used in the distance learning and for teaching of foreign
languages to students and also to handicapped people (i.e blind people). LID is also used in the
robotics [20] medical sector (health care, medical transcription) [14], intelligence and security
[21]. This thesis focuses on LID applications in classifying the majorly spoken languages of
Pakistan from short utterances and speech samples. It can be used in telephone based system,
tourism, retrieval of audio files in certain languages.
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1.5 Language Identification Process

Usually LID system delivers two types of information: Speaker content and Voice
recognition [9]. Speaker recognition focuses on only on speaker identification. Content in the
voice samples carry the information about language he/she is speaking. This thesis focuses on
speaker content rather than speaker recognition. For this purpose, machine learning approach
plays a vital role for identification of language from the speaker voice content. Machine learning
approaches has become an important component of LID [22]. These approaches consists of two
sections(i) training section and (ii) testing section [20]. In the training step features are extracted
from the speech signal and the machine is trained. The training phase of machine depends on
training samples, speech length, speech quality and types of speech features [23]. In the testing
phase the features of the test speech signal are provided to the trained machine for decision
making i.e LID [24]. Then accuracy of the machine is analyzed through number of speech
samples it correctly identifies. Normally the training set and the test set includes recordings from
different speakers so the primary issue is to extract the differences of the languages rather than
content, speaker and environment [25].
Exploring the speech information from the test speech signal is also an important factor
that machine have to take care and also it is required that machine remain flexible to variations in
the speech signals due to different speakers, speaking styles and noise [26]. Similarly, the
computation time, number of languages and duration of the sample also affect the machine
performance [27]. Machine is trained in two different levels for LID. In case of low level
training, the speech features are used for training purpose. At high level training morphology and
sentence syntax are also used along with features [23].The spoken languages differ from each
other by words, structure and grammar [28]. This information is required to be incorporated into
machine to differentiate between different languages and to provide better performance on test
samples [29]. This thesis only focuses on feature based training of machine for LID.

In Figure

1.2 framework of LID is shown. The first step in the framework is collection of speech samples,
then working on the training samples using different feature extractor techniques. Classifiers are
trained and tested on the speech samples. The speech step includes the selection of the
vocabulary either the speech is text dependent or text independent and duration of the speech
samples. In text dependent there is fixed vocabulary sentences or words spoken by different
speakers. And in the text independent scenario there is no restriction for the speakers to choose
4

different words and sentences for recording. This thesis focuses on implementation of LID using
speech samples, which are text independent and the speaker’s recordings include the sentences as
per their own choice. Duration of the speech samples is defined. In the training phase feature
extraction techniques such as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Linear Perceptual
Coefficients (LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) to extract the features from
the speech samples. The features are then used in the training of classifiers such as Gaussian
Mixture Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and tested on test samples.

Speech

·

Speech samples

Signal
Representation

·

Speech is converted into signals

·
·

Different feature extractors are used for this step
MFCC, LPC, LPCC, PLP

·

Different classifiers are trained for identification
purpose
GMM-UBM, SVM, KNN, i-vector

Feature
Extraction
Modelling

·
Language
Identification

·

System is trained on the basis of feature extracted from
speech samples

Figure 1.2: Description of LID Process

1.6 Problem Statement

In literature, the focus of LID is on international languages like English, German,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese, Iraqi, Turkish and Indian [17, 30, 31, 32]. There are some studies that
focus on local languages like Indian (Marathi, Gojri, Gujrati, Bengaliand Hindi) [17] and
Afghani (Dari, Farsi) [32].There are few studies that focus on the local languages of Pakistan like
Punjabi, Sindhi, Balochi and Pashto [33, 34, 35]. Some focuses on Urdu and Sindhi
languages[36] . In case of Pakistani languages such as the work presented in [36] a fixed
vocabulary sentences are spoken by both female and male speakers. These sentences are asked in
5

local languages (Urdu and Sindhi), the sentences are what is your name? Where do you study etc.
Audio recordings are carried out through microphone. No fixed time limit is in this research for
spoken the sentences. Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) is used for feature extraction
from speech samples. Support Vector Machines (SVM) is used as a classifier. It is shown that
system identifies the 90% accurate result for Urdu language and 75% result for Sindhi language.

There is a need to identify the regional languages of Pakistan in text and speaker
independent way and in uncontrolled environment. The regional languages are Punjabi, Pashto,
Balochi, Sindhi and Urdu. The identification of languages is required to be done on short
utterances from 3 sec to 15 sec. Such identification has applications in telephone based system,
voice dialling and tourism.

1.7 Research questions

i.
ii.

Is it possible to identify regional languages of Pakistan from short utterances?
Which speech features and machine learning techniques can be used for identification
of regional languages?

1.8 Thesis Contribution

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

i.

A performance evaluation of different speech features and classifiers for identification of
regional languages of Pakistan from short utterances.

ii.

A new method, which is referred to as Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) to
improve the performance of GMM-UBM based LID.

iii.

A new speech corpus of regional languages of Pakistan.

6

1.9 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 presented an objective of the thesis and research questions. Introduction of the
LID which includes identification process, explanation of the LID and all the phases in the
process of identification are discussed in this section. Different applications of LID are discussed
in chapter 1. To enhance the efficiency and performance of the system, the factors effects the
system performance is also explained.

Chapter 2 includes the past related work to this thesis.

This chapter reviews briefly language identification task and its techniques step by step from
extraction of feature to modelling. Feature extractors and classifiers are discussed in the chapter
3. Different techniques of feature extraction, collection of samples, recording techniques with or
without noise, controlled and uncontrolled environment is discussed in this section. Proposed
system, framework and the methodology are explained in the chapter 4. Step by step explanation
of the proposed system is discussed. Values of different parameters used to extract the features
from the samples are shown in tabular form in this section. Chapter 5 presented the experimental
results of the experiments done for the thesis. In chapter 6 future conclusion of entire thesis is
explained.

1.10 Summary

Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the LID system. It explains the use of LID and features
and classifiers commonly used for language research process. Aim of the research and the
problem statement is also a part of this chapter. It also discusses the research questions and
contribution of this thesis. Finally, an outline of the thesis was presented.

7

CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Overview

This chapter presents literature review. It gives an overview of classical and state of the
art methods for LID. All phases, methods and technologies used from time to time for LID are
discussed. Different stages of LID such as Language corpus, feature extraction methods and
machine learning techniques are explored in this chapter.

2.2 Related Work

A process of LID aims at identifying languages in speech signals. LID has made it possible
for computers to detect human voice and understand the human language [37]. Detecting and
understanding the human language is required to identify the different utterances. Primary goal of
LID is to develop approaches and systems for input to machine [38]. The process of LID
surrounds a wide range of challenges including recognition of sentences and words in the speech
sample, extraction of authentic information and understanding of speech for machine to interfere
[39]. LID incorporates three main stages namely, corpus collection, feature extraction, training
[40]. All these three stages are important and selected for LID on experimental basis. Features
extraction is primary and crucial step. Feature extraction is performed in two steps that is speech
analysis and compilation of features in LID [38]. Machine learning is the last step where
classifier is trained on extracted features, and the test utterances are validated.

Performance of LID system depends on parameters in which selection of features is
indispensable [6]. In order to discover relevant information form input speech, it is important to
have approaches, techniques and methods for capturing the required data or features. Different
approaches are there to capture the useful and relevant information from speech samples. The
8

elementary difficulty for LID is the variability in the speech signals due to different speakers [4].
Recorded samples vary from speaker to speaker.

Many feature extraction methods have been

proposed for LID. These methods provide distinct features robust to noise and are quite
successful [41]. Remarkable endeavours have been made to further improve the extraction of
speech features [42]. And also on the modelling techniques [43, 44, 45]. The success of all such
modelling techniques sprawls on extraction of distinct features from the speech signal. The
features that have been used for LID are acoustic [43], prosodic [23], spectral [23] and cepstral
[45] features.

2.2.1Text and Speaker Independent corpuses

Text independency means there is no restriction of the words or sentences for speaker. In
text independent databases recordings are collected randomly. There is no proper text, words and
sentences like the recordings such as talk shows, interviews, broadcast, random conversations
and telephone calls etc. some of the corpuses with independent text and speakers are discussed in
this section.

In [46] authors use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to differentiate between two
languages (English and French). The same model is also applied on Oregon Graduate Institute
(OGI) Telephone Speech [47] corpus for LID. The OGI corpus comprises over ten languages
(English, Farsi, French and German etc) [47]. Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) makes use of
OGI Database to extract features and train neural network for LID [48]. First neural network is
trained for ten languages and then for five languages (Japanese, Mandarin, American English,
Chinese and Tamil). Recordings from the first 70 valid calls (from 342 males and 158 females) in
each language were used for experiments. Recordings from the first 25 valid calls (from 151
males and 41 females) in each language were used in training phase. Average duration of each
utterance was 13.4 secs. It is shown that neural networks demonstrate 47.7% accuracy on ten
languages and 70% accuracy on four languages.

In [45] LID performance is evaluated on four different datasets OGI [47] which consists
of European languages (English, French, German, Spanish) Asian languages (Japanese, Korean,
Mandarin Chinese, Farsi, Tamil and Vietnamese languages), CCITT [49] dataset which consists
9

of 20 languages (English, French etc), Rome laboratory database [50] which consists of three
languages

(Russian, German and Chinese) and Spoken language library (three languages).

Duration of the sample was 10 minutes for each utterance from Rome laboratory database and
from OGI database average duration of the utterance was 17 secs long. For CCITT database
average duration of each utterance was 8 secs long. LPC is pre-owned for extraction of Cepstral
features from the speech. HMM is trained on features and transition probabilities of HMM are
obtained

with Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).

Experimental results show that LID

performance is encouraging on OGI corpus as compared to others.

Two applications of the LID system is defined in [12], first system determines which
identification model should be loaded and run and the second system routes the incoming speech
to a corresponding language operator. For this purpose, HMM is used. Parallel Phone
Recognition and Language Modelling (PPRLM) are used for extraction of phonemes as features
from the speech samples. Features are extracted from twelve different languages of the OGI
corpus (English, Vietnamese and Korean etc). Experiments are performed in two phases: first
phase includes 11 languages and second phase includes two languages. LID is implemented on
two sets of speech (45 secs and 10 secs). It is shown that LID achieves 89% accuracy on 45secs
and 79% accuracy on 10secs evaluated on 11 languages and for two languages LID achieves
98% accuracy on 45secs and 95% accuracy on 10 secs.

In [51] the performance of GMM based approaches are evaluated on Call-friend and OGI
corpus. Shifted-Delta Cepstral (SDC) is used for feature extraction. The Call-friend corpus
consists of conversations captured over telephone lines in twelve different languages with
duration of 30 minutes per language. In case of OGI corpus 11 different languages are used
duration about 90 minutes per language. For the testing phase there are two subsets one includes
length of the utterance about 45 secs and second includes 10 secs long. It is shown that GMM on
OGI gives best performance as compared to Call-friend corpus.

Five languages from IDA (Integrated Deductive Approach) language database (three
European and two indo-Asian) was recorded by approximately 82 male speakers, three Asian
language from Spoken language library includes 32 different male and female speakers and from
OGI corpus 900 speakers includes from 10 different languages are used in [52]. Average length
of each utterance was 25 to 50 secs long. Spectral features are extracted by first automatically
10

marking vocalic centres and then encoded by spectral frames. This process trained the system to
extract the features from the language without any high level knowledge of that specific
language. HMM is trained for LID. It is shown that system achieves 95% identification accuracy.

MFCC, PLP and SDC methods are combined for feature extraction in [53]. Ten different
languages of the OGI corpus are used as a speech corpus. GMM is trained for identification of
the languages. A successful system is obtained by combining of PLP with SDC with an accuracy
of 76%. MFCC and formant frequencies are extracted features from the speech samples. The
speech samples belong to OGI corpus [6]. For training, samples of 25secs duration for each
language are used. Testing is performed on 1sec, 2secs and 3secs duration speech samples. To
remove the noise effect from the speech feature wrapping technique is used during feature
extraction process. A new feature vector is created by combining the strength of MFCC and
formants. Different number of mixtures (8, 16 and 32) is evaluated with GMM using features. It
is shown that performance of LID for 32 mixtures is better than 8 and 16 mixtures. With 32
mixtures system achieves 98% accuracy.

Nearest neighbour based classifier is used for LID in [54]. Linear Prediction Coefficients
(LPC) is used for feature extraction. LPC collects features like energy from the speech and are
found robust to noise. Corpus consisting of four hours’ speech is recorded in Slavic and indoAsian languages. It is shown that nearest neighbour achieves 64% accuracy. HMM model is also
used in [55] to identify five different language (two Asian and three Indo-European languages).
Acoustic features like loudness, zero-crossing and power of the samples recorded by ten different
speakers are used.

A segment based approach is applied for LID in [56]. Features are extracted from
segments and Neural Networks are trained. A corpus consisting of four different languages are
used i.e American English, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese and Tamil. Corpus is collected
according to the age range of the speakers. Twelve native speakers (6 males and 6 females) for
every language record 15 conversational sentences of their own choice. Age range of the female
speakers was 15 to 71 years and range of male speakers was 18 to 71 years. All the selected
speakers had spent their major part of the life (childhood and youth) in their native countries.
Duration of the utterances was 3.7 secs for the training phase and 4.0 secs for the testing phase.
Samples are recorded with the help of microphone sampled at 16 kHz. Accuracy rate for
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identifying Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Tamil and American English languages are 85%, 83%,
82% and 74% respectively.

HMM is also used for LID in [44]. Sentences of 10 minutes in four different languages
(English, Spanish, Hindi and Mandarin) are recorded in a controlled environment. There was no
restriction for fixed vocabulary; speakers were free to choose sentences of their own choice from
the literature of each language. LPC is used for feature extraction. It is shown that the parameters
of the features such as pitch, loudness, volume etc are different for every language. But despite
that HMM identifies all languages of small database with least error rate.

MFCC and PLP are combined for feature extraction [3]. GMM is used for language
identification. Samples of three South-Asian languages (Bengali, Hindi and Telugu) are recorded
by different speakers and different samples of foreign languages (Dutch, Italian, Russian etc) are
downloaded from internet sources. Seven different speakers from ten languages were participated
in this research and each speaker utterance was about 1-minute long. All the recordings were
recorded in controlled environment. Average length of the utterance was 35sec to 70 secs. For
each model the identification performance is check on 2 secs, 4 secs and 10 secs duration. It is
shows the system achieves on average an accuracy of 88.7%.

Acoustic features are collected from five different languages (English, Spanish, German,
Japanese and Mandarin) [14]. Each language has different words length and different words
sequence. Features are extracted with the help of LPC model. To utilize these features HMM is
trained as a classifier. Experimental results show that system obtains 88% accuracy on recording
of 50 secs length and 81% accuracy rate for the duration of 10sec.Similarly an Acoustic Segment
Model (ASM) based LID framework is deployed for LID in [57]. This model trained acoustic
and language model for three languages (English, Korean and Mandarin). Average duration of
the utterance was 30 secs long. Objective is to collect the cues from the speech for human beings
to identify the known and unknown languages on the basis of little knowledge of that specific
language. It is shown that ASM achieves 86% accuracy.

For language identification task, recordings consisting of five targeted languages (Arabic,
Dari, Farsi, Pashto and Urdu) are employed in [17]. Duration of the utterances was 10 secs and 3
secs. MFCC and PLP are used for feature extraction. Three approaches are used for training:
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Single Gaussian model (SGM), Linear Discriminative analysis (LDA) and Neural Networks.
Experimental results show the improvement in the performance of the system upto 10% on 3 secs
and 10 secs utterances. It is shown that performance of nearest neighbour classifier is
comparatively but better than SGM and LDA[17].

Audio features are extracted through MFCC in [58]. Bag-of-words approach is used for
LID. In their previous work they only considered the two languages (English and Mandarin) but
for this task 25000 videos of twenty-five different languages are used which are Nepali, Khmer,
Arabic, Pashto, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhala, Spanish, Tagalog and Tamil etc. Main task of this
research is to combine the audio-visual features from the songs of each language. Duration of the
recording varied for each language but the frame of each feature is fixed. For each language a
linear SVM is trained to separate the audios that associated to certain language. The experimental
results show that SVM based LID is 48% accurate. GMM based approach is applied in [59].
Recordings of 15 different languages of European and Asian areas (English, Italian, Farsi,
Arabic, Polish, German and Romanian etc) are recorded through TV channel. Length of the
utterances is 5 secs, 15 secs, 30 secs and 60 secs. Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC)
parameters are extracted from the speech. It is shown that system achieves approximately 38%,
46%, 51% and 57% accuracy on 5 secs, 15 secs, 30 secs and 60 secs utterances respectively. To
increase in the utterance length and used of higher level information (pronunciation, vocabulary
and accent etc) allows the system to achieve better results.

A new approach to language identification is based on SVM is proposed for recognition
of the languages in [60]. SVM is trained for twelve different languages (English, Farsi, Spanish,
Mandarin and Japanese etc). Features are extracted with the help of SDC approach. Fusion of
three techniques (GMM, PPRLM and SVM) is evaluated for LID. Fusion of three systems shows
approximately 2.7%, 7.8% and 20.3% error rate on the utterances of 30 secs, 10 secs and 3 secs
respectively. System shows 4.8% error rate using GMM technique, 6.1% error rate using SVM
and 6.6% using PPRLM.

Spectral features are identified to get the specific information in speech [61]. MFCC and
LPCC are used to extract the spectral features. Corpus consists of 27 different Indian languages
(Gojri, Gujrati, Marathi, Rajasthani, Sanskrit and Bhojpuri etc) are used for analyzing specific
information in the speech. Recording of the broadcast television channel is used as a database. In
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case of some languages where recording is not available on the channel radio broadcast is used
for collecting the corpus. Recordings of the speech includes one hour for every language with the
sampling rate of 16 kHz. About 80% data is utilized for training and remaining for testing
purpose. GMMs are trained on the basis of spectral features for LID. Accuracy of the system
depends on different parameters such as number of features and dimension of the features.
Performance of LPCC is better than the MFCC on the basis of their experimental results.

Acoustic model is trained on 12 languages of the Call-friend corpus [7]. Recordings of
3secs, 10secs and 30secs duration are used. PPRLM is used as classifier. It is shown that the
equal error rate for 30secs is 0.8% and for 10secs is 3.0%. SVM and GMM are used with features
extracted through Shifted Delta Cepstral (SDC) method in [62]. Speech corpus consists of twelve
languages (English, Farsi, German, Mandarin etc) is used. For training, twenty complete
conversations (30 minutes) are collected from each language from both male and female. Test
data consists of different speech segments of duration 3 secs, 10 secs and 15 secs. They combine
both classifiers to obtain better results.

A unified Deep Bottle-neck (DBN) based i-vector framework is implemented for LID in
[31]. The main goal of this framework is to performs both tasks feature extraction and modelling.
Phonetic and spectral feature are extracted from two languages English and Mandarin. Corpus
includes recordings of 1000 hours for Mandarin language and 300 hours of English language.
Duration of the utterances was 30 secs, 10 secs and 3 secs. DBN is trained for both languages
separately. Framework is shows improvement of 46%, 7% and 13% for 30 secs, 10 secs and 3
secs respectively for Mandarin language and for English language it shows 22% and 11% for 30
secs and 10 secs respectively as compared to previous framework.

HMM and Neural Networks are trained for LID in [63]. PLP, MFCC and Split Temporal
Context (STC) are used to extract phonetic features. Wall-street Journal (WSJ) based corpus [64]
and Speech-Dat [65] corpus are used for training and testing. These corpuses include four
languages (English, Czech, Hungarian and Russian). They are used as phone decoded sequences
instead of words for training the machine. Collection of English language recording from WSJ
corpus and recordings of non-English languages are taken from Speech-Dat corpus. Idea is to
develop a phone recognizer instead of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). It is good to have a
single phone recognizer which summarizes each language instead of single phone recognizer
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individually for each language such as English language phone recognizer only summarizes the
English language.

Two different dataset (Google 5M and NIST LRE 09) are used in [32]. Google 5M is
generated to collects the data from Google speech recognition services. Corpus of Google 5M
consist of 34 languages (Turkish, Sweden, Russian, Italian, Bulgarian etc). NIST LRE 09
[66]includes eight different languages (English, Spanish, Dari, French etc). DNN is use for LID.
Performance of this technique is checked on the length of the speech sample. According to their
experiments result samples with the length of 2 sec are to reach the accuracy rate of 90% as
compared to length of 0.5 sec.

SVM classifiers are used for machine learning [25]. The proposed identification system is
evaluated on 2003 NIST language database. This database includes 12 different languages such
as English, Spanish, French and Mandarin etc. Length of the speech sample was 30secs for each
recording. Performance of SVM, PPRLM and GMM is evaluated in this research. To extract the
features from the samples SDC is used as a feature extractor. SVM framework obtains an equal
error rate of 4.0%. Performance of the GMM and PPRLM obtains an equal error rate of 5.1% and
5.0% respectively in the 30secs task. DNN technique is also use in [67] where PLP is use for
feature extraction. Broadcast data is obtained from Voice of America (VOA) includes eight
different languages (Spanish, French, Farsi, Pashto, Russian, Urdu, Chinese, Mandarin and
English). Data is the mixture of telephone and non-telephone speech. Sample with the length of 3
sec is focused in their research. Comparison and fusion of DNN technique and i-vector is also
evaluated. Fusion of both techniques leads to the better improvement of the system.

Efficiency of the LID system in controlled and open environment is computed in [68].
Indian LID system which includes 27 different languages (Rajasthani, Sanskrit, Telugu, Dogri
and Konkani etc) was analyzed. Recordings of the sixteen languages were recorded through news
channels, talk shows and interviews. For the development of the LID system fifty minutes’
recordings were recorded and for testing or evaluating the system sixty utterances were used.
Duration of the sixty utterances was 5 sec of each language. MFCC feature were used to extract
the features.

GMM was designed to develop the system for identification. System shows that

comparison of open and controlled environment, controlled environment shows 63% more
accuracy rate than open environment.
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PLP based features are extracted from the speech data in two different languages (English
and Japanese) from a telephone channel [69]. Features are used to train a neural network for LID.
For this purpose, from English language 50 recordings are selected for training and 20 are
selected for testing phase and for Japanese language 35 recordings are selected for training and
10 recordings are selected for testing phase. Duration of the recordings varies from 1sec to
49secs with an average of 13 secs. Results show that neural network demonstrates an accuracy of
70%. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is classifier used for pattern classification.

Three different features are extracted in [21] namely MFCC-SDC, MFCC and Gamma
tone frequency cepstral coefficients (GFCC). Speech sample consists of DARPA RATS database
(languages are Bengali, Korean and Urdu, Arabic, Farsi, Dari etc). Speech samples are recorded
in noisy and uncontrolled environment. I-vector modelling approach is used for efficient
language identification. Experimental results show that fusion of the three feature extractor
technique gives better result than individual

2.2.2 Text and Speaker dependent corpus

In text and speaker dependent database fixed vocabulary sentences, words or sentences
are recorded. In this type specific fixed number of speakers is there for recordings. Samples are
recorded by speakers in different environment such as controlled environment, lab, class room
and open environment. Some of the corpuses with text and speaker dependent corpus for
language identification are discussed in this section. HMM is developed for LID system in [11].
System is trained for fixed vocabulary of 102 words of Hindi language from twelve different
speakers of age between 18 and 23. Twelve speakers include seven males and five females used
for training. Speech is recorded at the sampling rate of 16 KHz. For testing a dataset of five
different speakers is recorded separately. To evaluate the system performance test data was
recorded in a controlled environment, class room environment, lab and open space. Their system
consisted of three phases: (i) acoustic analysis (ii) training phase and (iii) testing phase. Their
system was developed in Ubuntu 10.04 operating system environment it is a platform of Linux.
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) is used for feature extraction. It is shown that the
system achieves an accuracy of 87%.
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A novel technique is used in [70] for SVM based identification system. Effect of
sequence is also discussed in which training and testing is performed for LID. It is speaker
dependent and text dependent (fixed digits) research. Fixed digits are spoken by different
speakers. There are two techniques used to extract the features which are LPC and MFCC. SVM
is used as classifier to compute the accuracy rate. Identification accuracy is 97% achieved by
SVM classifier with LPC feature extractor. And for MFCC features system achieves 98%
accuracy.
Extraction and selection of the features is an important task in identification system, it
directly affects the performance of the system. Therefore MFCC and PLP are used for feature
extraction in [34], GMM is trained for acoustic modelling and HMM for sequence modelling.
System is tested in a room and also in open environment. Eight distinct speakers are asked to
speak 115 words and six speakers used for testing phase in controlled environment. Three
samples of each speaker were recorded. For the developing of the system Linux operating system
Ubuntu 11.0 was used. Six speakers were asked to record 35-40 words for the testing phase.
Average performance of the system is 94% to 96% and error rate is 4% to 6%.
Automatic syllable repetition in the speech is identified in [71] . Syllable repetition is
important parameter of stuttered speech. Stuttered is a speech disorder known as stammering in
United Kingdom. Dataset is consisted of 150 words of American English; its mean it was text
dependent. Fifteen speakers (both male and female) were there for recordings around the age
range of 25 to 30 years. Features are extracted through MFCC at sampling rate of 16 KHz with
the 16 number of bits. 80% recorded data was used for training the system and remaining 20%
for evaluating the machine.

Accuracy achieved by the system around 93%. It was better than

their previous work in which HMM used as a classifier and accuracy rate was 78%.

2.2.3Text dependent and Speaker Independent corpus

In this section databases with dependent text and independent speaker are discussed. In
this kind of corpuses text is restricted to some specific words, sentences or a paragraph
(dependent), on the other hand there is no restriction for the speakers. Any speaker recording is
selected as a vocabulary for corpus. Recordings are recorded in any type of environment.
Features are obtained from speech using PLP in [19]. Corpus is taken from M2VTS database
[72], which consists of 185 recording of 37 different speakers with fixed vocabulary. Five
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recordings are collected from every speaker. Sampling rate for audio stream was 8 kHz and
sampling of the frame was 10 ms and 30ms. RASTA algorithm is used to remove the noise from
the speech sample. HMM model is trained for LID. Experimental results show 2.8% error rate.

2.2.4Text independent and speaker dependent corpus

This type of database has dependency in speaker but there is no restriction in speech
vocabulary. Specific speakers are selected to speak the sentences or utterances according to their
choice. Same speakers are used for both purposes training of the machine and testing the ability
of system. For more understanding some of the corpuses with such characteristics are discussed
with their systematic tools (feature extractors and classifiers) and their other attributes.

In [73] a class dependent technique for text independent speaker identification on very
short utterances is used. In this paper a method for spotting speakers in independent text is
introduced. This method is based on GMM maximum likelihood for speaker identity. Mixture
modelling is used with GMM for identifying the language from any utterance. It is a text
independent model with 12 restricted speakers. About 89% accuracy is measured for an average
of 10 second test speech length. This model is also estimated for a telephone speech database
consists of 20 speakers[73]. A comparison of two approaches for text-independent speaker
verification task using GMM is presented [74]. Bayesian adaptation is used with GMM-UBM for
language identification models. It provides a framework to save calculations during recognition.
Results are obtained from the experiment performed on the NIST Speaker Recognition
Evaluation corpus. Results shows that this method gives better results from the results taken
when the speaker is dependent. In both scenario text will remain independent[74].

2.3 Summary of Corpuses and Applications

Many corpuses are used for language identification process. These corpuses are used for
different applications and have different attributes. Some commonly used corpuses are discussed
below in Table 2.1. In table some corpuses and techniques are shown which are used for
extracting language information. It also discusses the speaker and text dependency of dataset.
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Table 2.1: Summary of state of the art methods for LID
Database

Languages

Features

Text

/ Classifiers

Accuracy

Speaker
Dependent
Two- languages
Corpus [54]
Four languages
Corpus [56]

Slavic

and

indo-

LPC

Asian language
English,

Speaker = Yes
Text = No

Japanese,

MFCC

Chinese and Tamil

OGI-corpus

English,

Japanese,

[48]

Spanish and German

Speaker = Yes
Text = No

PLP

Neural

64%

Network
Neural

85%

Network

Speaker = Yes

Neural

70%

Text = No

Network

Speaker = No

Neural

Text = No

Network

Speaker = Yes

HMM

Text = No

PPRLM

Speaker = Yes

HMM

80%

GMM, PPRLM

GMM + SDC = 81%

and SVM

SVM

etc.
Telephone

English,

Speech [69]

Japanese

German,

PLP

and

70%

Chinese etc.
OGI-

corpus

[12]

English, Vietnamese

MFCC

and Korean

OGI-

Corpus

[14]

English,

German,

Spanish,

Japanese

LPC

and

79%

Text = No

and Mandarin
Twelve-

English,

languages

Mandarin

Corpus [60]

Farsi,

SDC

and

Speaker = No
Text = No

Japanese

PPRLM

+ SDC = 73%
+

SDC

=

75%
Call-friend

English,

Mandarin,

corpus [7]

Spanish,

Japanese

MFCC

Speaker = No

PPRLM

70%

GMM

60%

Text = No

and German etc
Fifteen-

English,

Farsi,

languages

Arabic,

Italian,

Of

European

and Asian

LPCC

Speaker = No
Text = No

Romanian and Polish
etc.

[59]
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Indian

Bengali, Hindi and

MFCC and

Speaker = Yes

Languages

Telugu

PLP

Text = No

English, Spanish etc.

MFCC and

Speaker = No

PLP

Text =No

MFCC

Speaker = No

GMM

88.7%

SGM and LDA

51%

GMM

98%

Neural network

80%

Corpus [3]
Five- languages
[17]
OGI-corpus [6]

English,

Mandarin,

Spanish,

Japanese

Text = No

and German etc.
Broadcast data

Spanish,

[67]

French,

Pashto,

PLP

Urdu,

Speaker = No
Text = No

and i-vector

Chinese and Russian
Google 5M and

Turkish,

Sweden,

NIST LRE 09

Russian,

Italian,

[32]

MFCC

Speaker = No

DNN

90%

Text = No

Spanish and French

Accuracy percentage is also given in this table for comparison with previous and latest
work on language identification. Different corpuses are discussed; the most commonly used
corpus is OGI due to its wide range of sample of languages. OGI corpus consists of 11 different
languages. Samples of OGI corpus are independent in both cases text and speaker. Another
corpus is NIST which consists of more than 10 languages.

Speaker and text dependent and independent models are used in different corpuses.
Speaker dependent corpuses are in which speaker is restricted. Some bounded speakers are used
for obtaining recordings and making a dataset. While in speaker independent corpuses, speakers
are not restricted. Recordings can be taken from different speakers. In the same way text
dependent datasets are in which text is restricted and every speaker has to utter the same text.

While in text independent there is no limitation of text. Any utterance can be taken as
input. OGI corpus is speaker dependent while it is text independent

[48]. In a same way call

friend corpus discussed in [7] is speaker and text independent. One more corpus Google 5M and
NIST LRE 09 in[32] is both speaker and text independent.
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In [36] an approach is discussed to identify the people of different regions based on their
languages. Different people from different backgrounds communicate to each other through
languages. The languages vary from region to region, it creates a language barrier or an obstacle
for speaker to communicate with each other. As a solution to this problem many techniques are
presented. [36] Discusses a regional language (Sindhi) and national language (Urdu) of Pakistan.
This paper uses an audio feature extraction approach and vector quantization. Support vector
machine (SVM) is used as a classifier.

2.4 Summary

Different techniques and frameworks are discussed that are used in LID field in the
2ndchapter. Chapter 2 includes numbers of languages, collection of data, format of data, saving
method of data, duration of the speech samples and collecting informative samples. Feature
extraction and modelling techniques upto date used in LID are also discussed and explored. At
the end a latest work is discussed with its extraction techniques and modelling methods based on
the future work of previous papers.
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CHAPTER 3

SPEECH FEATURES AND MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES

3.1 Overview

In this chapter different feature extraction algorithms are discussed. Some of the machines
learning techniques are also described. These features and techniques are briefly explained and
elaborated in this chapter. Various steps involved in each feature extraction algorithm and
machine learning techniques are explained.

3.2 Speech Features

Feature extraction is the first processing step in LID after collecting the database. Feature
extraction plays an important role in LID and collects the informative data from speech sample it
becomes the crucial part of the research for many years and performance of the system is heavily
depends on extraction of features. Feature extractor task to discard the raw and irrelevant
information from the speech and saved the useful information. One of the basic and main steps is
the extraction of features from the raw data. To collect information from the speech is a crucial
step for LID. Efforts have been made to extract useful features from the speech signals. Feature
extraction phase helps in differentiate among one speech to another. It transformed the raw form
of speech signal into processed speech signal which is more informative, stable and reliable than
the original one [9].

Audio is initially processed to find the speech (words or sentences without interruptions) in
an audio recording and then extract the features that show the information about language or
speaker. This information (extracted features) is used in data training phase. Data is trained on
some specific extracted feature to identify the language from given speech. Features are divided
into training and testing data set.

Trained data set is then tested on different features, if the

achieved result is useful and according to desire it means system is trained well. There are
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different feature extraction algorithms that have been used. Performance of LID depends on
extraction and selection of the features. Some of the feature extraction algorithms described in
the following section. The most popular one is Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)
which shows better performance in the task of speech processing. Apart from MFCC many other
features such as Linear Predictive Coefficient (LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients
(LPCC), Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (LFCC) and Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP)
are used as well.

3.2.1 Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient

Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) is widely used as spectral feature for LID.
These features are motivated by human auditory system. It is the short form of sound spectrum.
There are few reasons to choose MFCC for LID [75, 76,77] that is first of all it is based on the
perception of human hearing, secondly less complexity and fast computation. And lastly it gives
high accuracy. Frequency of sound perceive by human does not follow the linear scale [78]. But
it follows Mel-frequency scale. Mel scale is calculated with the formula given in Equation 3.1

𝑓

𝑚𝑒𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 2595 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 + 700 )

(3.1)

where 𝑓 is perceptual frequency expressed in Hertz (Hz).This is incorporated in MFCC
algorithm. It is designed to capture short-term features. Success of MFCC is the ability to present
the spectrum in a compact form. Computation and perception is considered at every step in the
process of MFCC. MFCC features are calculated in different steps as explained in Figure 3.1.

Speech samples are typically varying from each other in length, so easy way is to make a
feature with fixed size regardless of its length. First step is division of speech signals into fixed
size frames by applying a windowing function (Hamming window). Purpose of hamming
window is to removes the edge effects, avoid interruption in the speech. Length of the frames is
about 25ms. Signals are projected into frequency domain with the help DFT. The phase
information is discarded and the amplitude of the spectrum is retained because it carries much
important features than phase.

After that there is a step of smoothing the spectrum into

meaningful frequencies. Mel frequency scale is followed with the bin spacing concept which
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takes only lower frequencies. Figure 3.1 discusses framework of Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC).

Speech Signal

Frame Blocking

Windowing
(Hamming)

Filter Bank

MFCC Features

DCT

Logarithmic
Compression

Figure 3.1:Framework of Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient

An audio signal is changing constantly but on short time scales the audio signals slightly
changed, does not change much. This is the reason to frame the signals into the range of 20-40
ms. Typically; MFCC features are computed for the short frame of speech. If the length of the
frame is shorter than we don’t get the reliable spectral, signals change constantly if the frame
length is high. Presence of the frequencies in the frame is used to calculate the power spectrum of
the frame. To check the different variations of the frequencies on different phase filter-bank is
used, which is narrow and indicates the variation of frequency on different regions. Filter-bank is
used to calculate and compute the average energy. Strength of the filter-bank is scaled by the Mel
scale. Different filter-bank energies make a logarithm. Logarithmic form of filter-bank variations
is motivated by the human hearing. On a linear scale human don’t hear loudness.

The last step is to calculate and compute the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the
filter-bank variations. MFCC’s are defined as DCT of the logarithms of the energies of the filterbank. To compute the DCT there are two basic reasons first is filter-banks are overlapping and
the energies of filter-bank are associated with each other. The DCT décor-relates the filter-bank
energies to maintain the performance of the LID process.
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3.2.2Linear Prediction Coding Coefficient

Linear Prediction Coding Coefficients (LPCC) idea is directly derived from Linear
Prediction coding (LPC) [79]. They are more reliable and efficient than LPC. LPCC inherits the
characteristics and advantages of LPC. Most commonly used parameters of speech signals are
pitch period, speech frame, frame energy and formant, to calculate and estimate these parameters.
Linear Predictive Coding Coefficients framework is diagrammatically explained in Figure 3.2.

Framing

Windowing
(Hamming)

Auto Correlation
Analysis

LPCC Features

Cepstrum
Analysis

LPC Analysis

Speech Sample

Figure 3.2: Framework of Linear Predictive Coding Coefficient

LPCC has becomes the most important and reliable features. It is a less computationally
expensive feature extraction logarithm because it is computed without Fourier transformation to
covert the signals from time domain into frequency domain like MFCC. LPC coefficients are
transformed into LPCC which are robust to noise and distinct. The method to obtain LPCC is
called auto correlation. LPCC features are calculated through Cepstrum coefficients in the LPC
parameters. The easy way to calculate Cepstrum coefficients is to find the predicator coefficient
vector. Recursion of the LPC parameters helps to convert the parameters into Cepstrum
coefficients. N is presented as sample index and k is the time shift. LPC coefficients are
calculated using Equation 3.2.

𝐸 (0) = 𝑅(0)

(3.2)

where R is presented as known values and E is a variable. The value of 𝑥is computed in Equation
3.3 as:
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(𝑥)
( 𝑥−1)
−1
𝐾𝑥 = 𝑅 (𝑥 ) − ∑𝑥𝑦=
𝑅(𝑥 − 𝑦) ∝𝑥
1 ∝𝑦

𝐾𝑥
(𝑥−1)
𝐸

(3.3)

where 𝑥 is an input speech signal, and(𝑥 − 1) is previous speech signal. In the following
Equation 3.4 the value of𝑦 = 1 ∶ 𝑥 = 1

(𝑥)

(𝑥−1)

∝𝑦 = ∝𝑦

(𝑥−1)

− 𝐾𝑥 ∝ (𝑥−𝑦)

Here 𝐾𝑥 are referred to as reflection coefficients.

(3.4)

Now LPC coefficients will be written as in

Equation 3.5

𝐸 (𝑥 ) = (1 − 𝐾𝑥2 )𝐸 (𝑥−1)

(3.5)

(𝑝)

LPC coefficients are explained as 𝑎𝑥 = ∝𝑥 , where 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑃. To obtain the LPCC coefficients
after obtaining the LPC coefficients the Equation 3.6 is computed as follow:

−1 𝑘
𝐶𝑚 = 𝑎𝑚 + ∑𝑚
𝑘 =1 (𝑚 ) 𝐶𝑘 𝑎𝑚−𝑘

1≤ 𝑚 ≤𝑝

(3.6)

Here 𝑎𝑚 & 𝐶𝑚 are the nth-order linear predication coefficients and cepstrum coefficients
respectively, and 𝑝 is the prediction order in the above Equation 3.6.

3.2.3 Linear Predictive Coding

One of the most powerful feature extraction techniques is Linear Predictive Coding
(LPC). Idea of LPC is based on that a speech signal can resemble as a linear combination of past
speech samples. LPC is used in most of the recognition processes especially in language and
speaker identification. It is used in audio and speech processing to represent the compressed form
of audio signals. LPC analysis any signal from the speech LPC, and removes the interruptions
and noise distortions from the sound format. This process is called filtering. It enhances the
sound quality of sound and helps to improve system accuracy. LPC has various applications,
some of which are voice compression that is used by phone companies; it is also used to encrypt
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data so that data remains secure and protected. But main application is speech analysis used for
the identification of a language or a speaker. A diagrammatical representation of LPC extractor is
expressed in Figure 3.3.

Speech Sample

Framing

Windowing

Auto Correlation
Analysis

LPC Features

LP Analysis

Figure 3.3:Framework of Linear Predictive Coding

Let the discrete time representation of signals 𝑥(𝑡) be 𝑥 𝑡. The linear equation between input
samples 𝑥 𝑡 and the preceding p samples is as derived in Equation 3.7 as follows.

𝑥 𝑡 + 𝑎1 𝑥 𝑡−1 + … . . + 𝑎𝑝 𝑥 𝑡−𝑝 = 𝜀𝑡

(3.7)

Here, 𝜀𝑡 is an uncorrelated statistical variable [80]. After that each sample is divided into frames
and then each frame is multiplied with hamming window [81]. To remove the leakage effect and
smooth of edge the Equation 3.8 is used as:

𝑤(𝑛) = 0.54 − 0.46 cos (

2𝜋𝑛
𝑁

− 1)

(3.8)

where N is presented as sample index. Then Cepstrum coefficients are computed. To obtain the
coefficients Equation 3.9 is used.

𝑟(𝑚) = ∑𝑁−1−𝑚
𝑥 (𝑛)𝑥 (𝑛 + 𝑚)
𝑚=0

(3.9)

where m=12 and N=330. After that LPC values are obtained using the Equation 3.9 Equation
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3.10 is derived using the values of Equation 3.9.

For 𝑓 = 0

𝑓=0

𝐸(𝑓) = 𝑟(𝑓)

For 𝑓 = 1

𝑓=1

𝑘(𝑓) =

𝑟(𝑓)
𝐸(𝑓−1)

𝐸 (𝑓) = 𝐸(𝑓 − 1){ 1 − 𝑘 (𝑓)2}
𝑎𝑓𝑓 =
𝑘( 𝑓 ) =

(3.10)

𝑘( 𝑓)
1

𝐸(𝑓−1)

(𝑟 (𝑓))

(3.11)

𝑓−1
𝑎𝑓𝑚 = 𝑎𝑓𝑚−1 − 𝑘 (𝑓)𝑎𝑓−𝑚

𝑎𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘(𝑓)
3.2.4 Shifted Delta Cepstral

Shifted Data Coefficients (SDC) is extension of delta coefficients. SDC features are
widely used to present the better and useful information in the speech signals for LID. SDC
features are particularly acceptable for language identification because they collect wide range of
features over a wide range of time. One of the most commonly used acoustic features in LID is
Shifted Delta Cepstral [82] appraised an extension of the MFCC and PLP [83]. It has become the
most popular feature extractor in the acoustic model approach. SDC features capture additional
information in speech and improves the system performance [84] . Basic set of MFCC
coefficients is explained in Equation 3.12 as follow

{ 𝐶𝑗 (𝑡), 𝑗 = 0,1, … … . , 𝑁 − 1}

(3.12)

Here j is dimension index, t is the frame and N is the number of coefficient. Features are
expressed in Equation 3.13 as follow
(𝑡)𝑆(𝑖𝑁+𝑗) = 𝐶𝑗 (𝑡 + 𝑖𝑃 + 𝑑 ) − 𝐶𝑗 (𝑡 + 𝑖𝑃 − 𝑑 ), 𝑖 = 0,1, … … … . , 𝑘 − 1 (3.13)

where c(t, i) represents the ith block of features, time is represented by t. SDC features are
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identified by four parameter, 𝑁 − 𝑑 − 𝑃 − 𝑘. N is the number of coefficients calculated at each
frame, d represents the delay in time, k is the number of blocks and p represents the shift in time
within the consecutive blocks. Usually the values of 𝑁 − 𝑑 − 𝑃 − 𝑘are 7-1-3-7.

3.3 Speech Modelling Methods

After feature extraction features are trained using some classifiers. Collection of information
from the speech dataset is the main step in language identification. Useful features are extracted
from the speech signals and trained on different modelling methods. Training and testing
extracted speech signals helps in differentiating the language from one another.

After audio is

processed from audio recording extracted features are trained using different classifiers.
Classifiers performance is directly proportional to the accuracy rate of the language identification
system. Some classifiers (modelling method) are discussed in this section. Most commonly used
for language identification are GMM, GMM-UBM, SVM and i-vector. These classifiers give
better results as compare to other modelling schemes of techniques. Different features are paired
with different classifiers for improving results. Apart from these some other classifiers are also
used for language identification purpose. Those are discussed in literature review section.
Basically used modelling schemes (GMM, SVM, I-vector) are discussed in this section.

3.3.1 Gaussian Mixture Model

In pattern recognition GMM classifier has gained the attention. In this model a function
of density probability is expressed as linear combination of functions. Performance of GMM
based system is good but there is a problem that affects the use of GMM in real time application.
GMM models require large amount of memory and complex computation in exponential
calculations. GMM is widely used in different applications such as acoustic modelling for speech
identification,

speaker

identification

and

verification

[85].

Framework

of

GMM

is

diagrammatically explained in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Framework of GMM

GMM is works as front end and back end modelling. In the front end feature extraction
vectors are used. Back end modelling includes training and testing of the machine. Likelihood is
calculated and selected in the modelling stage as explained in Equation 3.14.

𝜌(𝑥 | ⋋ ) = ∑𝑣𝑘=1 𝜔𝑘 𝑔 (𝑥|𝜇𝑘 , ∑ 𝑘 )

where Gaussian components are represented by
𝑥𝜖𝑅 𝑖 , 𝜔𝑘 > 0 , (𝑘 = 1, … … . 𝑣).

(3.14)

𝑣 and prior probability is represented with

Component Gaussian densities are 𝑔 (𝑥|𝜇𝑘 , ∑ 𝑘 ) where (k= 1,.

… . .v). Gaussian densities are measured with the formula used in Equation 3.15.

𝑔(𝑥|𝜇𝑘 , ∑ 𝑘) = (2𝜋)

−𝑑⁄
2 |Σ

−1⁄
1
2 exp{− ( 𝑥
𝑘|
2

− 𝜇𝑘 )𝑡 ∑−1
𝑘 ( 𝑥 − 𝜇𝑘 ) }

(3.15)

where 𝜇𝑘 presented as mean vector and Σ𝑘 presented as covariance matrix. Mixture weights are
presented as in Equation 3.16 and their densities of all these three components are represented as
in Equation 3.17.

∑𝑣𝑘 =1 𝜔𝑘 = 1
⋋ = {𝜔𝑘 , 𝜇𝑘 , ∑ 𝑘 }𝑣𝑘=1

(3.16)
(3.17)

Maximum likelihood is available for estimation of the parameter ⋋ from the training dataset 𝑋 =
{𝑥 1 , … … , 𝑥 𝑣 }.
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3.3.2 I-Vector

I-vector has become the state-of-art in the text independent language recognition. I-vector is
the popular technique for verification and recognition due to its brilliant performance. Over the
last few years i-vector representation has gained remarkable interest by researchers in both
language identification and

speaker

verification due to

the ability of achieving better

performance. Classical i-vector approach is based on GMM. I-vector framework covers the frontend feature extraction and back-end modelling stages.

Speech Sample
(Test, Train)

Feature extractor

I-vector extractor

Scoring
(Matching)

Result (Decesion)

Figure 3.5:Framework of I-vector

A known and unknown speech sample is collects for identification. Features are extracted
from the speech samples. Classifier is worked on that features to rain the machine for decision.
Let 𝑍 = {𝑧1 , … … . . , 𝑧𝐹 } is an utterance with F frames of speech, 𝑧𝑓 ∈ 𝑅 𝑑 is the extraction of
features on the 𝑓 − 𝑡ℎ frame. Let ⋋ = {⋋ 1 , … … ⋋ 𝑇 } is the function of probabilistic density that
analyze the process of 𝑧𝑓 where ⋋ 𝑇 are the parameters of the 𝑡 − 𝑡ℎ component. 𝑁𝑡 and 𝐸𝑡 are
calculated for zero-order and first order for 𝑡 − 𝑡ℎ component are as follows in Equation 3.18,
Equation 3.19 and Equation 3.20 respectively.

⋎𝑓 ,𝑡 = 𝑃 (⋋𝑡 |𝑧𝑓 )
𝑁𝑡 = ∑𝐹𝑓=1

(3.18)

⋎𝑓,𝑡

(3.19)

𝐸𝑡 = ∑𝐹𝑓 =1 ⋎𝑓,𝑡 𝑧𝑓

(3.20)
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⋎𝑓 ,𝑡 is presented as a posterior probability for 𝑧𝑓on the𝑡 − 𝑡ℎ component.Ê is used for super
vector that is achieved by concatenating all 𝐸𝑡 together. After the implementation of the factor
analysis on the Ê super-vector total variability space is calculated as follows in Equation 3.21

Ê = 𝑚𝑠 + 𝑅𝑑

(3.22)

where 𝑑 is presented as a q-dimensional i-vector with𝑁(0, 𝐼 ), 𝑞 ≪ 𝑑 (N is the normal
distribution). ⋎ 𝒇,𝒕 is the Gaussian posterior probability and ms is the mean super vector [31].

3.3.3 Support Vector Machine

SVM is powerful and strong state-of-art modeling technique for LID which implements a
discriminative approach. SVM is used linear and non-linear technique for classification of data.
SVM can only classify the fixed length data. SVM is particularly used for binary classification.
By controlling the VC dimensions SVM controls the complexity of the model. SVM classifiers
separate the regions of two classes in an organized way through a non-linear decision boundary.
There are main two ways of classification first is linear and the other is Non-linear classification.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the steps of SVM for classifying the audio speech signals.

Figure 3.6: Framework for SVM
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3.3.3.1 Linear SVM classification

Algorithm for linear classification on SVM was proposed in. In this algorithm maximum
margin hyper plane is calculated from given training database 𝐷 as described in Equation 3.22.

𝐷 = {(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 )|𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 𝑝 , 𝑏𝑖 ∈ {−1,1}} 𝑛𝑖=1

(3.22)

where value of 𝑏𝑖 is either -1 or 1 and n is the number of training samples. Each 𝑎𝑖 is a pdimensional vector with feature quantity R. Equation 3.23 gives the product of hyper plane and
vector as:

𝑤. 𝑎 − 𝑥 = 0

(3.23)

where w is a hyper plane vector. If the training data values are linearly separable, the value of
hyper plane can be described as in Equation 3.24.

𝑤. 𝑎 − 𝑥 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤. 𝑎 − 𝑥 = −1

(3.24)

The distance between hyper plane is describe as 2/||𝑤||, the purpose of this is to minimize ||𝑤| |.
Therefore, the algorithm can be expressed as in Equation 3.25. And Formula is changeable even
without changing the solution as shown in Equation 3.26.

Minimize /||𝑤||

under the specific condition of 𝑏𝑖 (𝑤. 𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏) ≥ 1,for any 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

1
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑤,𝑥 2 /||𝑤|| 2 under the specific condition of 𝑏𝑖 (𝑤. 𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏) ≥ 1,for any 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

(3.25)
(3.26)

In linear SVM set of hyper plane or the single hyper plane can be expressed as separate
line in classification. Margin of the separation between classes is directly proportional to the
performance of linear SVM.
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3.3.3.2 Non-linear SVM

Non-linear SVM classifiers can be expressed by using kernel trick. Kernel function is expressed
as in the following Equation 3.27.

Polynomial: 𝑘(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) = (𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 + 1)𝑑

(3.27)

where value of i is varies from 1 to n. Accuracy of the classifier is directly depends on kernel,
parameters and cost factor.

3.3.4 K-Nearest Neighbour
Idea of K-nearest neighbour (KNN) prediction of query instance is simply based on
majority of classes of nearest neighbour. The basic principle is based on minimum distance from
the unidentified samples to the training samples to calculate the k-nearest neighbour. Euclidean
distance is one of the mostly used distance measures. Calculations of distance from unknown
pattern in testing dataset are used. Samples are used in training dataset with known class for
calculations. It can be expressed in Equation 3.28.

2( )
𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑎 = ∑𝐵𝑏−1 {𝑥 𝑖 (𝑎, 𝑏) − 𝑥𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏)}

2

(3.28)

where value of 𝑎 = 1,2,3, … . 𝐴, and 𝑥 𝑖 (𝑎, 𝑏) and 𝑥𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏)are represented as training dataset and
testing dataset 𝑎 − 𝑡ℎ sample and 𝑏 − 𝑡ℎ dimensions of features. Size of sample is represented as
𝐴 and dimensions of the samples are represented as 𝐵 . the algorithm about working of K-nearest
neighbour is summarized in flow chart as in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Framework of KNN

3.4 Summary

This chapter includes the different feature extractor and classifiers techniques for language
identification. Ability and performance of the classifiers and feature extractors are discussed in
this chapter. Mathematically explanation of different feature extractor and classifiers is described
in this section. Process of techniques is described diagrammatically. Starting of the paragraph
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consist of features and abilities of the feature extractor and classifiers. Then diagram, and
mathematically explained. After discussing the techniques, computational cost, reliability MFCC
is the most reliable and efficient extractor used by different researchers. In the classifier GMM
get

more

attention

of

the

researchers

than

others.
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CHAPTER 4

MEHTODOLOGY

4.1 Overview

This chapter includes the methodology of our research. Framework of our system is
defined in the following paragraphs. Selection of corpus, collection of corpus samples, and
extraction of features from the corpus are then analysis on the specific classifier are the part of
the proposed system. Experiments are performed on the corpus samples and all the results are
generated on the basis of experimental procedure. Language identification process completely
depends on collection of corpus; to get the better result collection of corpus must be efficient and
accurate.

4.2 Proposed system

It consists of speech corpus. The speech corpus is further divided into training and test
samples. Trained set has different languages category that are trained on the basis of their speech
features. All the trained speech features are combined in GMM-UBM classifier for computation,
after classification results are shown based on the performance criteria (Accuracy/ Equal Error
Rate). In a same way these trained speech features are passed through proposed method Nearest
Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) that will give NN train speech features. These NN features
are trained on the classifier and results will be stored in the form of performance criteria. On the
other hand, speech features are extracted from test samples and trained on proposed methodology
that is Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) strategy.

NNFM and performance

evaluation metrics will give NN test speech features which are classified and results will be
shown is measured on the basis of accuracy and error rate of system. All this process is briefly
diagrammatically explained in Figure 4.1 shown below:
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Figure 4.1:Block diagram for proposed Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching method

4.3 Corpus of Regional Languages

Speech corpus plays vital role for LID. The accuracy of LID is directly connected with
the quality of speech corpus. Useful and informative corpus gives better result than the useless
corpus that contains huge amount of data. In this thesis, a corpus comprises of five different
languages of Pakistan is constructed. The languages are Urdu, Punjabi, Pashto, Sindhi and
Balochi. There are 150 speakers per language category. The audio data i.e, speech samples are
collected from different internet sources. The corpus is referred to as Corpus of Regional
Languages (CRL).

Each language category contains text independent speech samples recorded by different
male and female speakers. Each sample is 15 secs long. The text in each sample is different from
all other samples of the corpus. Each speaker is also different from other speakers of the same
Language category. The reason for this is an implementation of LID in text and speaker
independent way. Features are extracted from the recordings with the help of different feature
extractor like MFCC and Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC). The features are used
to train different classifiers like SVM and GMM. All speech samples are in .wav format. The
sampling rate is 16 kHz. Duration of each recording is 15 secs. Selection of the sentences and
phrases are not fixed.
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There are 150 different speakers (both male and female) per language category group.
Total number of speakers are 5 (languages) x 150 = 750. The corpus is, therefore, speaker
independent. It is also text independent because each speaker speaks totally different text from all
other speakers. Table 4.1 summarizes the speech corpus. The corpus is referred to as Corpus of
Regional Languages (CRL). The corpus is randomly divided into two disjoint sets: (i) Training
set and (ii) Test set.

Table 4.1: Summary of Corpus of Regional Languages (CRL)
Language

Training Samples

Duration

Punjabi

150

15secs

Sindhi

150

15secs

Pashto

150

15secs

Balochi

150

15secs

Urdu

150

15secs

4.3.1 Training and Testing set

The training set consists of 100 samples per category. These samples are randomly
selected from each category. Total number of samples in the training set is 100 (samples) x 5
(languages) = 500. Whereas the test set consists of remaining 50 samples per category. Total
number of samples in the test set is 50 (samples) x 5 (languages) = 250.

4.4 Speech features

MFCC, LPCC and SDC are feature algorithms applied on the speech samples of the
training and test sets for features extraction. If MFCC is used as feature for training then MFCC
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is also used as feature for testing purpose, Similarly, for other features if LPCC features is used
for training the dataset, it is also used in testing that dataset. And the same rules applied to SDC.

4.5 Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background Model

In the proposed method GMM-UBM classifier is used. In-fact the performance of GMMUBM is enhanced with proposed Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) strategy in the
proposed method. The speech features of the training set are provided to GMM-UBM. The
GMM-UBM computes different Gaussian mixture components from the features and then uses
the Gaussian components to extracts two language models, which are (i) General Language
model (ii) Specific Language model

4.6 General Language Model

To compute General Language model (Lg), GMM-UBM combines the speech features of
all the language categories and form a single language category, which is referred to as general
language category and also it is call the background model. Then it computes R - Gaussian
mixture components from the general language category features. These components are
represented with different mixture weights ( i ), probability ( pi ) and covariance matrices (  i ).
These all parameters define the Lg model. To make use of this model, let X be a set of speech
features. Let the set be represented as X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , ……., xm}. the set consist of m speech
features. Each speech feature is N-dimensional feature vector of real numbers. The Loglikelihood for X is then computed with Lg as defined in Equation 4.1:

m

log p (X | Lg ) 

 log p (x i | Lg )

(4.1)

i 1

Values of Equation 4.1 variables are extended as shown in Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3,
R

p ( x | Lg ) 

 i pi ( x )

(4.2)

i 1

pi ( x ) 

1
(2 ) |  i |
N



exp 

1
2

1

( x  i ) i ( x  i )
T



(4.3)
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4.7 Specific Language Model

GMM-UBM uses the Bayesian adaption process [86] to adapt the Specific Language
Model (Ls) from the General Language Model (Lg ). For this purpose, GMM-UBM processes the
speech features of a specific language separately as compared to Lg . In case of Lg , GMM-UBM
combined all the speech features of all the language categories. On the specific language s, the
X s  [x s , x s , x s ,......., x s ]

GMM-UBM utilizes all its set of features i.e,

1

2

3

T

for the adaptation process,

and adapts the ith Gaussian mixture component for Ls from the ith Gaussian mixture component
of Lg as shown in Equation 4.4:

i pi ( x s )

Pr( i | x s ) 

t



t

 j p j ( xs )
j 1

R

(4.4)

t

where Pr represents probability. This probability is used to compute the sufficient statistics for
the adaptation of weights ( i ),

probability ( pi ) and covariance matrices (  i ) for the language

category s and t = {1,2,3,…..T}, where T represents total number of speech features in the
language category, s, in this thesis s= {1,2,3,4,5} is used because total number of regional
languages are five. The sufficient statistics are computed in Equation 4.5, Equation 4.6 and
Equation 4.7 respectively:

T

si 

 Pr(i | x s )

Ei ( x ) 

2

Ei ( x ) 

T

1
si

1
si

(4.5)

t

t 1

 Pr(i | x s ) x s
t

t 1

t

(4.6)

T

 Pr(i | x s ) x s2
t 1

t

t

(4.7)

Then 𝑖th mixture for specific language model Ls is adapted from the 𝑖th mixture of Lg as follows
form Equation 4.8 to Equation 4.10:
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i  [  i ni / T  (1   i ) i ]

μi = αim E i (x)+ (1 - αim )μi

 i2   iv E i ( x 2 )  (1   iv )( i2   i2 )   i2

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where the adaptation coefficients are denoted as { i ,  im ,  iv } , the scale vector is denoted as  and
the adapted mixture weights  i are computed in such a manner that they sum to unity, here
p
 i , p  {weights ( ), mean ( m ), variance ( v )} as defined in Equation 4.11:

 ip 

si
si  r

p

(4.11)

The relevance factor is denoted as rp and r equals to 16 is used.

4.8 Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching

This thesis proposes Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) strategy to enhance
the performance of GMM-UBM for LID. For NNFM we simply take a dataset and divide it into
train and test data. Now this trained is categorized into languages given in CRL corpus. At next
step these categorized trained samples are trained on classifiers.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the NNFM strategy, and then passed through proposed system that is
NNFM. Now the results are stored. In the case of test data, test samples are passed through
feature extractor and these extracted features of test data are passed through NNFM for
classification and identifying the category of that test feature. If the answer is accurate, that it
recognizes the right category then this system accuracy will increase and if does not identify the
correct category its means its error rate is greater than accuracy. Figure 4.2 brief description of
NNFM diagrammatically.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of proposed Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching strategy

To understand the functioning of NN_FM, let x i be N-dimensional feature vector. The
feature vector x i is normalized to obtain a unit vector x i as shown in Equation 4.12.
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xi

xi 

x i21  x i22  ........  x i2N

(4.12)

This process is repeated on each and every speech feature vectors of both training and test
sets. Let Y be a test speech sample, its normalized set of feature vectors are denoted as
Y  {y1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ,....., y k } .

The set consists of k

number of feature vectors. Let

X i  {x i1 , x i2 , x i3 , x i4 ,......, x im } represents a set of normalized feature vectors of ith training

sample of the training set. For this purpose, the training samples of all the language categories are
combined. For example, each language category consists of 100 training samples, so total
number of sets are i=1, 2…. S, where S = 5 (languages) x 100 = 500.

Let say there are m number of feature vectors in X i . Let di,rp represents the value of dot
product between rth feature vector of

Y and pth feature vector of X i . The dot product is

computed as follows in Equation 4.13.

d i ,rp  y r1 xi , p1  y r2 xi , p2  y r3 xi , p3  .....  y rN xi , p N

(4.13)

The dimension of d i ,rp is S x k x m. It is converted into di, r of size S x k as follows in Equation
4.14.

d i ,r  arg max d i ,rp

(4.14)

p

where di,r is obtained by computing the maximum value along the third dimension of d i ,rp (i.e,
m). In fact the maximum dot product represents the nearest neighbour of rth feature vector of Y
in the set of feature vectors of X i . Then d i is computed from d i , r as follows in Equation 4.15.

di 

1
k

k

d

i ,r

(4.15)

r 1
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where d i represents the mean dot product, computed over all the k feature vectors of Y that
quantify the similarity between Y and

X i . The size of d i is S x 1. The maximum value in d i is

identified, let Z be a set of training feature vectors that belong to X i and gives the maximum
value. Then all the feature vectors of Y are replaced with features vectors of Z. In fact Z is the
nearest neighbour sample in the training set for Y . In the proposed method Z is used to as test
features, which are given to GMM-UBM for LID instead of Y

4.9 Performance criteria

In performance criteria performance of is measured on the basis of accuracy rate and
equal error rate. Accuracy measures the performance of system and equal error rate (EER)
measures the error in system. The accuracy and error rate are indirectly proportional to each
other. As accuracy increases the error rate will automatically decrease.

4.9.1 Accuracy rate

Accuracy is computed from a confusion matrix. The confusion matrix is used to analyze
the system performance. Correct and false classification is counted from the confusion matrix.
There are four possibilities in confusion matrix for values as illustrated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Possibilities of positive and negative from confusion matrix
T-Positive (True Positive)

Same values (Predicted value= Actual value)

T-Negative (True Negative)

Both are false (Prediction & Actual)

F-Positive (False Positive)

Opposite values (Actual is false and prediction is true)

F-Negative (False Negative)

Opposite values (Actual is true but prediction is false)
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In the confusion matrix the predicting about the languages can be seen if the language is
correctly classified that prediction and actual values are true, its mean that actual language
and prediction language is same. Table 4.3 illustrates an example of the confusion matrix.

Table 4.3: Confusion matrix of language identification
Urdu

Punjabi

Balochi

Pashto

Sindhi

Urdu

21

1

1

1

1

Punjabi

0

23

0

1

1

Balochi

3

1

19

2

0

Pashto

1

2

1

21

0

Sindhi

0

1

0

0

24

True prediction values are shown as diagonal values, therefore 21+23+19+21+24 = 108.
Total prediction of the classifiers is 125. Therefore, to compute the accuracy rate is equal to:
Total Positive / Total prediction = 108/125= 86%
The accuracy rate of the above confusion matrix is 86%.

4.9.2 Equal Error Rate

Error rate defines the error or defaults in system. Mostly error rate is checked frequently to
avoid the errors in system. The EER is the error rate when false acceptance rate and rejection rate
are matched with each other. Lower the equal error rate value, higher the accuracy rate of the
system.

4.10 Summary

This section discusses the information of dataset use in this thesis. It also explains the
process to collect the data, formatting in data and storing of data.

Division of the data for

training and testing is also explained in this chapter. A specific language model and general
model is the part of this chapter. Classifier is used to train the machine in this section.
Performance criteria are also the part of the chapter which includes accuracy rate and equal error
rate.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
5.1 Overview

The chapter presents the experiment results. Experimental results are based on the
corpuses. Three main corpuses are discussed. Further the experimental setup is described which
consists of Speech corpuses, speech features and classifiers used. Then experimental results are
presented using the proposed NNFM method. The results are divided into two parts (i)
Comparison of speech features and classifiers for LID (ii) Comparison of state of art are with the
proposed NNFM method.

5.2 Speech corpuses

Two corpuses are discussed that are Corpus of Regional Language (CRL) that is
generated for this thesis and Call-friend corpus that is already generated and used in many
applications. This second one is modified for comparison with our corpus (CRL), in which some
of its languages are taken and set according to our requirements. These corpuses are further
explained in this section.

5.3 Corpus of Regional Languages

This corpus is referred to as Corpus of Regional Languages (CRL) and consists of five
different language of Pakistan which is Balochi, Pashto, Punjabi, Sindhi and Urdu. Each
language of this corpus consists of 150 samples. Each sample is of 15 secs. Each sample is in
.wav format and sampled at 16000 Hz. The samples of each language category is randomly
divided into two disjoint sets, the first set for training (100 samples) and other one for testing
(remaining 50 samples). Table 5.1 summarizes the setup of CRL for experimentation.
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Table 5.1:Number of samples and duration of samples
Language

Training Samples

Testing Samples

Duration

Punjabi

100

50

15secs

Sindhi

100

50

15secs

Pashto

100

50

15secs

Balochi

100

50

15secs

Urdu

100

50

15secs

5.4 Call-friend Corpus

This corpus is referred to as Call-Friend Corpus (CFC) [7]. The corpus consists of six
different languages. The languages are English, Korean, Chinese, Taiwan, Japanese, German,
French, Spanish, Arabic, Farsi, Tamil and Mandarin. The samples in each language category
contain a telephone conversation between two persons in the same language. Each sample is of
different durations in minute’s i.e, 5-30 minutes. From these samples, the speech samples of 15
secs are randomly selected. So that there are 300 speech samples per language category. The
corpus is text independent and speaker independent. In each telephonic conversation, both the
caller and callee are native speakers of the same language. All calls are recorded inside United
States and Canada. Call-Friend corpus is taken in an open environment. It is recorded from
different calls obtained from different speakers. It is in .wav format with 16 KHz as sampling rate
and has been widely used for LID. Table 5.2 summarizes the Call-Friend corpus used in this
thesis for experiments. The samples of each language category consist of 300 samples. Each
sample is of 15 secs. The sample of each category is randomly divided into two sets. The first set
consists of 200 samples for training purpose and the other one consist of 100 samples for testing
and validation.
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Table 5.2: Modified Call-friend Corpus
Language

Training Samples

English

200

Japanese

200

German

200

French

200

Spanish

200

Mandarin

200

Testing Samples

100
100
100
100
100
100

Duration

15secs
15secs
15secs
15secs
15secs
15secs

In Table 5.3 a description of parameters of samples of Call-friend corpus is explained.
The format of record the recording samples from the speaker and format of saving those samples
is also explained. Sampling rate is given as well. Sources to get these recordings are also the part
of the table. Invention region of this corpus is also given in this section. Duration of the samples
is present in the table.

Table 5.3: Attributes of Call-friend corpus

S. No

Parameters

Value

1

File format (input)

.wav

2

Sampling rate

8kHz

3

Bit rate

8
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4

Type of channel

Mono

5

Data source

Telephone calls

6

Application

Language identification

7

Region

United states of America,
Canada

8

Target

MFCC

10

Time duration

5-30 minutes

5.5 Speech Features

Different speech features are extracted from the speech samples of CRL and CFC
corpuses. These features are MFCC, LPCC and SDC. In the experiments if MFCC issued for
training that MFCC is also applied on the test samples for classification, similarly for other
features.

5.6 Classifiers

GMM-UBM is used as a main classification algorithm in this thesis. In-fact NNFM is
proposed to improve the performance of GMM-UBM method. Other classifiers used are SVM,
KNN and I-vector
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5.7 Comparison of Speech features and Classifiers for LID

This section presents a comparison of MFCC, LPCC and SDC using GMM-UBM and Ivector methods. For GMM-UBM different Gaussian Mixture component are extracted. These
components are 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096. Accuracy and EER rate are used as
metrics for comparison. Table 5.4 shows an EER based comparison between MFCC, LPCC and
SDC on CRL. GMM-UBM is used a classifier. The CRL has 5 (languages) x 50 = 250 test
samples. The compression shows that MFCC obtains 34% EER with 32 Gaussian components,
whereas SDC and LPCC achieve 45.3% and 51.3% EER respectively. So MFCC outperforms
SDC and LPCC with 32 Gaussian components. The Table 5.4 shows that with increase in the
number of mixture components the EER decreases. For example, in case of 4096 components
MFCC, LPCC and SDC achieve EER of 27.3 %, 36.7% and 48.2%. The comparison shows that
MFCC outperforms SDC and LPCC if GMM-UBM is used with different mixture components.

Table 5.4: EER (%) based comparison between features using GMM-UBM on CRL
Gaussian Mixture
Components

32

64

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

MFCC

34.0

35.7

33.5

33.2

31.2

31.3

29.0

27.3

SDC

45.3

44.7

42.7

42.6

42.5

40.0

39.0

36.7

LPCC

51.3

51.2

50.7

50.3

49.9

49.3

49.0

48.2

Table 5.5 shows accuracy based comparison between MFCC, LPCC and SDC on CRL. GMMUBM is used a classifier. The accuracy is computed on 250 test samples of CRL. The
comparison shows that MFCC obtains 39.3% EER with 32 Gaussian components, whereas SDC
and LPCC achieve 28.7% and 20% accuracy, respectively. So MFCC outperforms SDC and
LPCC with 32 Gaussian components. The table shows that with increase in the number of
mixture components the accuracy increases. For example, with 4096 components MFCC, LPCC
and SDC demonstrates accuracy of 53.3%, 40.7% and 24.7%. The comparison shows that MFCC
outperforms SDC and LPCC using GMM-UBM with different mixture components.
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Table 5.5: Accuracy (%) based comparison between features using GMM-UBM on CRL
Gaussian Mixture
Components
MFCC

32

64

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

39.3

40.0

42.7

46.7

48.7

50.7

50.0

53.3

SDC

28.7

32.3

33.5

33.9

34.7

35.3

36.0

40.7

LPCC

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.7

20.7

22.7

24.7

Table 5.6 shows an EER and Accuracy based comparison between MFCC, LPCC and
SDC. In this comparison different duration test samples are used for example 3, 5, 10 and 15
seconds. The aim of this comparison is to find how well The GMM-UBM call identify the
language in short utterances. All the values listed in this table are obtained with 4096 Gaussian
components. The selection of 4096 components is based on the above results which show that all
the speech features achieves the lowest EER and high accuracy.

In Table 5.6 the comparison shows that as the duration of test speech utterance increase
the EER decrease at the same time the accuracy increases. MFCC achieves the best EER for each
evaluated test sample duration. It achieves EER of 32.7%, 29.0%, 27.5% and 27.3% for 3, 5, 10
and 15 seconds duration respectively and out performs LPCC and SDC. The comparison shows
that accuracy achieved by MFCC for different test sample duration is also better than LPCC and
SDC. It achieves the overall the best accuracy of 53.3% for 15 seconds duration.

Table 5.6: Comparison between different speech features on CRL using GMM-UBM and
different test sample durations
EER (%)
Duration of
test samples

3 secs

5 secs

MFCC

32.7

29.0

27.5

SDC

40.7

39.2

LPCC

51.2

50.3

Accuracy (%)

10 secs 15 secs

3 secs

5 secs

10 secs 15 secs

27.3

48.0

50.0

52.0

53.3

37.0

36.7

38.0

38.7

39.2

40.7

49.5

48.2

24.0

24.3

24.5

24.7
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Now i-vector classifiers are used for a comparison between the features. In the i-vector
based comparison the objective is to channel how the MFCC perform with respect to other
features, as the previous results shows that MFCC outperform other if GMM-UBM is used.

In Table 5.7, EER based comparison is shown between MFCC, LPCC and SDC. I-vector
classifier is used. I-vector is trained with different Gaussian mixture components which are 32,
64,128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 components. The purpose of assuming different t
components is to analyze the performance of i-vector how the components affects its
performance. The comparison shows that MFCC obtain 36% EER and performs others on 32
mixture components similarly MFCC

performs other feature on the Gaussian mixture

components. So MFCC shows super performance. We compare the MFCC with GMM-UBM it
can be seen that with same mixture components of 4096, it gives 27.3% EER whereas with same
component and i-vector it achieves 28%. So the combining MFCC with GMM-UBM better
performance is obtained compared to comprising wit with i-vector. In the comparison achieves
the least performance.

Table 5.7: EER (%) based comparison between features using i-vector classifier on CRL
Gaussian Mixture
Components

32

64

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

MFCC

36.0

34.3

32.3

31.0

30.7

30.7

28.7

28.0

SDC

44.7

44.5

43.3

43.5

43.2

41.3

39.3

37.0

LPCC

52.3

52.0

52.0

52.9

51.5

50.2

50.0

48.0

Table 5.8 shows comparison better feature on CRL using the i-vector classifier. With the
Gaussian components of 4096, all the features achieve the best the accuracy rates. It can be seen
that MFCC demonstrate the best accuracy with i-vector as well. The accuracy, it achieves with
4096 component and i-vector is 50% whereas with sample components and GMM-UBM it gives
an accuracy of 53.4 %.

Figure 5.1 shows the comparison between the speech features using i-vector on CRL.
Different duration test utterances are used. It can be seen that with increase in the duration of
utterance the performance of i-vector based feature performance increases. With 15 secs EER
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obtained by features are lower that other duration similarly with 15 secs the accuracy is also
better.

Table 5.8: Accuracy (%) based comparison between features using i-vector classifier on CRL
Gaussian Mixture
Components

32

64

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

MFCC

38.0

40.0

45.3

46.7

47.3

48.0

49.3

50.0

SDC

30.0

35.3

35.3

35.6

35.7

35.7

36.0

36.0

LPCC

15.3

16.7

16.7

16.7

18.7

19.3

19.3

20.0

Figure 5.2 shows evaluation speech features and classifiers on the Call Friend corpus. The
results are obtained with GMM-UBM and i-vector. For both GMM-UBM and i-vector, 4096
Gaussian mixture components are computed. The test utterances are of different duration. In case
of GMM-UBM it can be seen that MFCC with 15 sec duration obtain the least ER of 37.1 % and
outperforms other features. Similarly, GMM-UBM with MFCC obtains the 36.6% accuracy for
15 secs duration and out performs other. Similarly, the i-vector based comparison also show the
at MFCC is best feature compared to LPCC and SDC.

5.8 Comparison using Proposed Method

In this section, the proposed NNFM method is used. It is showing that how the performance of
feature and classifier vary with the performed method. In Table 5.9, the GMM-UBM is used on
CRL. The features are evaluated on different duration utterances. It can be seen that all the
features demonstrate good performance on 15 secs samples.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Comparison of speech features using i-vector method on CRL. Different duration of test
utterances are used

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Comparison between feature and classifier on Call-friend corpus (a)-(b) Comparison
between speech features in the GMM-UBM (c)-(d) Comparison between speech features in i-vector
method
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A notation MFCC+NNFM in the comparison denotes that MFCC features are used with the
proposed NNFM methods where as MFCC is with the NNFM. For instance, MFCC achieves
32.7% with 3 secs utterances then MFCC+NNFM achieves 26.7%. So improvement in the EER
is almost 6%. Similarly, it can be seen that NNFM also improve the EER of other features.
NNFM also improves the accuracy of LID.

Table 5.9: GMM-UBM based comparison between features with and without using the
proposed NNFM method on CRL. With using the NNFM method is denoted with ‘+’ signs
EER (%)

Accuracy (%)

Duration

3
secs

5
secs

10 secs

15 secs

3
secs

5
secs

10 secs

15 secs

MFCC

32.7

29.0

27.5

27.3

48.0

50.0

52.0

53.3

SDC

40.7

39.2

37.0

36.7

38.0

38.7

39.2

40.7

LPCC

51.2

50.3

49.5

48.2

24.0

24.3

24.5

24.7

MFCC+ NNFM

26.7

24.7

22.0

21.5

56.7

60.7

63.3

65.3

SDC+ NNFM

31.7

33.3

31.7

30.7

44.0

45.3

46.0

47.3

LPCC+ NNFM

44.8

44.0

43.2

41.3

27.3

29.2

30.7

32.0

For instance, with 15 secs MFCC, SDC and LPCC demonstrates accuracy of 53.3%, 40.7% and
24.7% without using NNFM respectively. With NNFM they demonstrate better accuracy rates
i.e, 65.3%, 47.3% and 32.0%, respectively. So, improvement in accuracy is 12%, 6.6% and 7.3%
respectively. It can be seen with NNFM is more compatible with MFCC then LPCC and SDC.

Table 5.10 shows comparison based on i-vector method on CRL with and without using
the proposed NNFM methods. With using the proposed method is denoted with ‘+’ signs. It can
be seen that with using NNFM all speech features achieve better results than without using the
proposed method. Compared to i-vector, the GMM-UBM based results shown in Table 5.10 are
better. So all the results show that GMM-UBM is the best classifier and MFCC is the best
features for LID on CRL. With NNFM the performance of GMM-UBM and MFCC can be
further boosted.
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Table 5.10:i-vector based comparison between features with and without using the proposed
NNFM method on CRL. With using the NNFM method is denoted with ‘+’ signs

EER (%)
Duration

3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

Accuracy (%)
15 secs 3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

15 secs

MFCC

31.3

30.0

29.7

28.0

46.7

47.2

48.0

50.0

SDC

37.7

37.3

37.1

37.0

33.0

34.3

35.6

36.0

LPCC

49.3

48.5

48.0

48.0

18.3

19.1

19.5

20.0

MFCC+ NNFM

30.0

29.2

26.7

26.0

52.1

53.9

55.2

58.7

SDC+ NNFM

33.3

33.3

32.2

32.2

40.7

42.7

46.0

46.0

LPCC+ NNFM

46.5

46.0

45.3

45.0

27.3

28.0

29.3

30.7

Table 5.11: GMM-UBM based comparison between features with and without using the
proposed NNFM method on Call Friend Corpus. With using the NNFM method is denoted with
‘+’ signs

EER (%)
Duration

3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

Accuracy (%)
15 secs 3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

15 secs

MFCC

41.2

38.5

38.0

37.1

31.8

35.1

35.2

35.6

SDC

46.3

45.6

45.3

45.0

21.6

22.6

22.5

22.7

LPCC

49.1

49.0

48.9

48.3

18.2

18.3

18.4

18.5

MFCC+ NNFM

25.3

22.3

18.3

17.8

53.1

62.0

67.5

70.2

SDC+ NNFM

44.3

43.6

42.4

42.2

22.5

24.8

25.4

26.9

LPCC+ NNFM

47.3

47.3

46.9

46.0

19.6

20.3

20.5

20.8
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Table 5.12: i-vector based comparison between features with and without using the proposed
NNFM method on Call friend Corpus. With using the NNFM method is denoted with ‘+’ signs.

EER (%)
Duration

3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

Accuracy (%)
15 secs 3 secs 5 secs

10 secs

15 secs

MFCC

41.3

38.3

38.0

37.6

26.1

32.4

33.1

33.6

SDC

48.5

47.3

46.0

45.8

20.8

21.4

21.9

22.3

LPCC

49.8

48.8

48.7

48.6

18.0

18.2

18.9

19.1

MFCC+ NNFM

31.2

26.5

25.2

22.3

43.8

51.3

53.2

59.7

SDC+ NNFM

45.5

45.1

43.8

43.7

22.4

24.3

25.0

26.1

LPCC+ NNFM

47.7

47.3

47.2

46.9

19.0

19.5

19.8

20.3

Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 show comparison on Call-friend corpus with and without using
the NNFM method. Comparison in both tables shows that NNFM efficient improves the
performance of all the feature and classifier. On call friend corpus as well, this suggest the
propose NNFM works CRL as well on call friend corpus and it is not corpus depended. The
results on call friend shows that GMM-UBM is the best classifier and MFCC is the best feature
for LID and their performances can be boosted efficiently with NNFM. In Figure 5.3, a
comparison of different classifiers with MFCC features is presented on CRL and Call friend
corpuses. The classifier used are GMM-UBM, SVM Linear, SVM (Polynomial kernel of degree
2 and 3), KNN (K=1), i-vector + NNFM and GMM-UBM+FMNN. It can be seen that GMMUBM combination with NNFM outperformed all the classifiers on bite corpuses. It can be seen
that the performance of KNN is not impressive compare to NNFM. The proposed NNFM also
outperformed SVM classifier. It can be seen that tall classifier gives better results on 15 secs
duration utterances. Decrease in the duration decrease the accuracy rate. On CRL and Call-friend
the best accuracy achieved is 65.3% and 70.2 % using GMM-UBM+NNFM respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3:Comparison of different classification methods using MFCC features (a) CRL (b)
Call Friend Corpus

5.9 Summary

Proposed system and methodology is discussed in this chapter. Classifiers and feature
extractors are used in this chapter. Training of the machine is the initial step. Process of
extraction of the features is the base of machine training stage. From all the recording samples,
some samples are used to train the machine with the help of classifiers and remaining are used
for testing phase.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Overview
This section summarizes the conclusion part of the thesis. Main contributions of the thesis
experiments are evaluated on its basis and their results are discussed. Furthermore, this chapter
presents limitations and future work that can be done in this field.

6.2 Conclusion

A new method, which is referred to as Nearest Neighbour Feature Matching (NNFM) for
automatic identification of regional languages of Pakistan, was proposed. The proposed method
is tested on Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, Balochi and Pashto spoken utterances which provides accurate
results on the test samples. The proposed method is also tested on Call Friend corpus consisting
of six international languages. The experimental results show superior performance of the
proposed method.
Three different types of feature extraction schemes are evaluated on the regional
languages, which are MFCC, LPCC and SDC. The experimental results show that MFCC
compared to LPCC and SDC gives better results.
Experimental results achieved with different classifiers such as GMM-UBM, i-vector,
SVM and KNN show that the GMM-UBM classifier gives accurate results compared to others on
both regional languages and the languages of Call Friend corpus. However, using the proposed
NNFM with GMM-UBM even better results are obtained. The experimental results show that
proposed NNFM improves the performance of GMM-UBM by almost 8.7% to 12%.
Experimental on different duration test utterances are performed. The utterances of
duration three, five, ten and fifteen seconds are used. The experimental results show that GMMUBM with NNFM gives accuracies of 56.7%, 60.7%, 63.3% and 65.3% on three, five, ten and
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fifteen seconds utterances. This shows that with increase in the duration of short utterances, the
accuracy of LID increases.

6.3 Limitations and Future work

This thesis is limited to few regional languages. Only Urdu and four provincial languages
(Punjabi, Pashto, Sindhi and Balochi) of Pakistan are observed. For future work more languages
can be explored. Sub regional languages can also be considered such as Hindko and Saraiki.

Only there feature extraction techniques like MFCC, LPCC and SDC are evaluated. In
future work more feature extraction techniques can also be observed. In a same way some only
GMM, I-vector, SVM and KNN are used for training on speech features. Other schemes such as
deep learning can be used. In this thesis best system performance and efficiency is obtained with
the combination of MFCC features and GMM classifier. Other combinations of features and
classifiers can also be used for comparison.

Data is collected through internet sources; system is trained on text and speaker
independent corpus. In future text and speaker can also be dependent. And data can be collected
through other sources such as live recording,

talk

shows,

interviews and

telephonic

conversations.
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